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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. In the Year Without a Summer, a group of mad geniuses descended on Geneva. In an
attempt to save the body and mind of George Byron, they performed a dreadful and forbidden
experiment that forever changed history--and tore their own lives apart. Years later, Byron s
daughter Ada has inherited her father s genius. With Charles Babbage, inventor of the analytical
engine, she invents the automatic sciences, allowing the creation of machines that mimic human
action, and even human thought. Once again, history has changed. Mechanical spiders perform
menial tasks. Intelligent locomotives keep their own time schedules. Massive dirigibles and flying
automata have flung the Empire--and piracy--into the sky itself. But even a golden age casts a long
shadow, and silent forces are moving in the darkness. Whispers of a conspiracy to destroy the
Empire are beginning to surface. The fate of the Geneva experiment and the mad geniuses that
created it remains unknown. And the fate of the world itself rests in the hands of Ada Lovelace. In
The Shadow Conspiracy, Book View Cafe s lineup of bestselling, award-winning authors combines
forces to create an...
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Reviews
I just started looking over this ebook. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you request me).
-- Miss Naomie Kohler PhD
I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena Klein MD
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